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EACH ACTIVATION PRIMARY SPONSORSHIP  = $25,000
• Recognition on website/all social media
• Recognition on signage in the Garden
• Recognition in traditional media
• Recognition on the Program
• Sponsor night – Sponsors receives 10 tickets to a special     
   preview night on November 18. A magical night to be  
   remembered forever!

SUPPORTING SPONSORS = $5,000 - $10,000 
• Recognition on website/all social media
• Recognition on signage in the Garden
• Recognition  in traditional media

Lakewold Gardens is a historic botanical garden and center for art, music and nature located on the shores of Gravelly Lake in Lakewood,  
Washington. Lakewold’s mission is to provide intentional encounters with the life-changing power of nature fostering peace, creativity and healing 
in our communities. It is fitting that in 2021, as we emerge from the pandemic, that Lakewold launch an annual celebration of ancient fire and light 
rituals, the Winter Solstice Lights. Winter Solstice Lights in the Garden will continue these mysterious traditions in an entirely new way. Holistically 
merging nature, art, and technology, multi-media artist Sam Stubblefield will fill the garden with breathtaking sound and light performances.  

Visitors will walk the garden to find three significant light and music  
activations:

BIG NATURE FLAG
HARMONY IN NATURE
MICRO NATURE

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Samuel Stubblefield is a designer interested in how art, architecture, and digital technology influence culture. 
Encouraging abstract thinking and experience design methods within design teams, Sam Stubblefield has  
successfully developed and executed several permanent exhibits, environmental graphic design programs, 
didactic spaces and immersive environments. He’s also woven film, sound and mixed media into a number 
of architectural projects.

This work has contributed to projects that have won multiple AIA National Honor Awards, International  
Interior Design Association awards, the MOBIUS Gold Award, the Society for Experiential Graphic Design 
Honor Award, and the Cannes Lions International Award. Sam Stubblefield has been commissioned to create 
large-scale public art, is a co-founder of a future-focused incubator with an interest in architectural integration 
of art and internet and speaks globally on related topics.
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Interested in becoming a sponsor? 
Call Susan Warner at 253.584.4106



BIG NATURE FLAG 
 

broadens the definition of “nature” within the garden, pushing us to consider the broader cosmos as part of our ecosystem.

HARMONY IN NATURE 
focuses on awakening the sense of sound in awe-inspiring ways. Immersive sound, found sound, live sound and silence each play a role 

in activating the garden. The sounds are augmented by visuals that express what is heard using light and imagery 

MICRO NATURE 

Micro Nature puts a lense on the unseen by taking a closer look around us.


